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Key City Focus: Vancouver City of Vancouver

City of Vancouver City of Vancouver

City of Vancouver City of Vancouver
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City of Vancouver

Downtown

False Creek

The City of Vancouver is Part of a Much Larger Metro Area, 

Greater Vancouver

USA

Canada
Point 

Roberts

Vancouver in a North American Context Vancouver in a Pacific Rim Context

Japan

China

Vancouver in a Pacific Rim Context

So thinking globally, Vancouver 

occupies a strategic linkage position 

between North America and Asia

City of Vancouver Population Trends
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Greater Vancouver Population Trends

Source: www.metrovancouver.org

Greater Vancouver Industrial Lands

Source: www.metrovancouver.org

So there is much growth and potential in 

present in Vancouver, but there are also 

environmental risks…

British Columbia Earthquake Hazard Map

Source: Natural Resources Canada

The Regions of North America

The North Pacific Coast

The Northlands

Foundational Issue for Today:

How has change in the economy impacted 

land use priorities in our cities?
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North Pacific/Northlands

 Key theme for this discussion: contrasts

 Contrasts in terms of two key elements

– 1. Population (dense, sparse)

– 2. Resources (supply, demand)

This map area: home to a regional 
population of 6.3 million people 

(just a little less than D-FW)

In North America, the central city 
population density of downtown 
Vancouver is second only to New 

York City

Vancouver also has a vast and 
rapidly-growing suburban zone 

extending inland along the Fraser 
River
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Seattle is the largest city in the 
Pacific Northwest

Seattle’s diverse economy is driving 
rapid growth:

Microsoft, Boeing, Costco, 
Starbucks, Amazon, and eBay all 

call the region home

The Seattle-Vancouver megaplex 
contrasts with an interior with few 

people and wide open spaces

The Seattle-Vancouver megaplex 
contrasts with an interior with few 

people and wide open spaces

Urban Contrasts

 Urban land in the Seattle-Vancouver 

corridor is extremely valuable

– High population densities

– Lack of land for expansion (mountains, water)

– As of 2018, house values in the cities of 

Seattle & Vancouver exceed $500 per square 

foot (source: zillow.com)

– For comparison, houses in the city of Denton 

average around $130 per square foot

Urban Contrasts

 Urban land in the Seattle-Vancouver 

corridor is extremely valuable

– High land values and population densities 

provide incentive to make good use of every 

available parcel of land

– One good example of this is the waterfront 

redevelopment that is occurring across the 

region
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Waterfront Redevelopment

 In the past, waterfront properties in the 

region were overwhelmingly used for 

heavy industry

– Port facilities

– Pulp mills

– Railroads

– Warehouses

Waterfront Redevelopment

 Because they were associated with 

industry, waterfront properties weren’t 

valued 50 years ago like they are today

– All of the early waterfront businesses in the 

cities of the region faced away from what are 

today “million dollar views” (quite literally)

– Waterfront beaches were sewers and 

junkyards: not what people wanted to see

Waterfront Redevelopment

 Recent years have seen a reorientation in 

the region’s economy

– Heavy industry hasn’t disappeared from the 

region, but it has shifted away from central 

cities and from prime waterfront lands

– Downtown waterfront replacements: services 

and other people- and tourist-oriented 

businesses

Waterfront Redevelopment

 One example: Bellingham, WA (between 

Seattle and Vancouver)

Vancouver

Seattle

Location of 

Bellingham, WA

Waterfront area of 

Bellingham, WA

Note the Georgia 
Pacific lands shown 

in red
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Bellingham, WA

Waterfront, 1903 Waterfront Redevelopment
 The Port of Bellingham acquired 135 

acres of waterfront from Georgia 
Pacific for “free”
– Former pulp mill site

– Port will spend $60 million to clean up the 
industrial mess

– A commitment to rethinking the downtown 
waterfront: people rather than industry

The Georgia Pacific 
site

Downtown 

Bellingham

Western 

Washington 

Univ.

Waterfront Redevelopment
 Some goals for the project

http://www.portofbellingham.com/524/Waterfront-District

http://www.portofbellingham.com/524/Waterfront-District
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Waterfront Redevelopment
 Of course, Bellingham is not the only 

Pacific Northwest city that has been 
planning for waterfront improvement
– Other good examples:

• Seattle

• Vancouver

Old 
downtown 

port

New 
container 

port

Seattle

Downtown

View of the modern container port 
area from downtown Seattle

The downtown waterfront is        
re-orienting towards services

Seattle is working on tearing down its 
downtown waterfront freeway, replacing 

it with a boulevard and park

Seattle is working on tearing down its 
downtown waterfront freeway, replacing 

it with a boulevard and park
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Vancouver

Downtown

False Creek

Modern container port

Vancouver’s modern container   
port district as it exists today

Not exactly pedestrian friendly

False Creek as it was around 1960 False Creek as it was around 1960

In contrast, False Creek today False Creek – a people place
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False Creek – a people place
Economic and Social Change

 Waterfront changes in the Pacific Northwest 

are one example of something called 

“creative destruction”

– Economic restructuring involving the downfall of 

older, obsolete economic structures and the 

growth of newer, higher-profit industries

– In Seattle, Vancouver: removal of industrial 

activities from parts of the waterfront, introduction 

of selected people/service-oriented businesses

– Q: Are there examples of this around here? Do 

you see this as a positive or a negative process?

Economic and Social Change

 Some regions adapt to economic change 

very well

– Seattle and Vancouver have much wealth, 

infrastructure, and ability to adapt

– Relatively far from major North American 

markets, but still well-connected with the world 

by highway, rail, and air links

• Many large and innovative businesses, and many 

possibilities for social and economic development

– However, some regions are not so fortunate

Resource Contrasts

 We saw some of this in our earlier look at 

Appalachia

– Dominated by “low value-added industries”

• Businesses that do not make much profit, so 

economic development in regions with these 

businesses is difficult (lack of high-wage jobs)

• Geographic accessibility is a key factor in driving 

this problem for Appalachia

– “The Northlands” is another vast region with 

huge economic development challenges, 

many of which are rooted in geography

Much of the world’s population (think 
tourism, economic opportunity) lives far 

from the resources offered by the 
northern regions of North America

Resource Contrasts

 We will view a case study now that 

explores the issues related to living in the 

remote northern regions of Canada

– Video Case Study: “Cold Reality of Canada’s 

Northern Communities”

– A look at the challenges faced by Canada’s 

remote “First Nations” communities

– Note the key issues you see and develop an 

opinion on the region’s outlook for the future

Cold Reality of Canada’s Northern Communities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq4dgVmtyMo

